W H AT
M O T I VA T E S
YOUNGSTERS?

💖 HELPS THE WORLD BECOME
A BETTER PLACE!

👍 Learning; new countries, people,
languages, cultures.

WHO IS?

👍 Own interest, self- development.
DO SOMETHING YOU LOVE!

💖 Person who participates in local
events and elections.

👍 Active goals, future.

💖 Has a good education and desire to
learn.

👍 Making new friends.
👍 Traveling- seeing the world,
nature. Adventuring.

💖 Organizes activities to include
people all over.

👍 Trying new things- adventure,
food.

👍 Parents, family.

👍 Food.

GENIS: I have learned to be a more
active young man, I have learned
many things from the culture,
education and society of Estonia and I
have also learned to work as a team.
ANGEL CANO: I understand and
compare new cultures is one of the
most satisfying things for me when I
do this type of projects, because your
mind opens even more.
JULIO: There were some things that
the first days were weird, but when
you know why they do like that, you
understand and with the days it is
familiar to you.

👍 Voluntary.

👍 Money.

💖 DOES SOMETHING FOR
T H E I R C I T Y, F O R T H E I R
COUNTRY!
….

💖 Motivates others, does not for
themselves but FOR OTHERS! Is
helpful.

OLIVER: Through the thinking
games, learned how to better motivate

people to do something and how to
get them to follow my idea.
MARTIN: We had to manage our
time to not be late, our money to not
spend it to quickly, also we had to
manage our sleeping time to get
enough energy for the next day

💖 Help young people with their
ideas!

Erika Teras +372 5360 8504

Dear youthleader!

💖 Try to encourage youngsters to
participate in more events and
activities.
💖 More international projects.
💖 Don`t forget, we love travelling!
💖 Be friendly and listen too
youngsters!
💖 Be supportive!

Join/ find us 💖
www.facebook.com/
Türi Lastekaitse Ühing
Türi Noortekeskus

THE BEAUTY OF ACTIVE
CITIZEN IS THAT YOU
REALIZE ANYTHING IS
POSSIBLE!

Be
ACTIVE!

